
DOVYDAS BUKAUSKAS

CONTACT

+37068654556

dovydasbukauskas@gmail.com

Vilnius, Lithuania

ABOUT ME
Focused Web developer, always ready
to build optimised and user friendly
tools. Highly intereseted in
architecture and backend solutions of
developed software, nevertheless can
manage frontend tasks with
confidence.

SKILLS
PHP
Laravel
Javascript
React.js

YOU CAN FIND ME ON
- Github: https://github.com
/dovydasbu
- LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com
/in/dovydas-bukauskas/

LANGUAGES
English, Advanced (C1)
Vilnius University

Lithuanian, Native

EXPERIENCE
WEB DEVELOPER Dec 2021 ‐ Current
Kinfirm, Vilnius, Lithuania

- Had full responisbility for one of the biggest projects for the company.
- Developed B2B principle based software in order to help clients organize
companies work with a centralized software units.
- Maintained a proffessional communication with clients and the team in
Lithuanian and English languages throughout all the projects.
- Had a touch with project and team management.

WEB DEVELOPER Jan 2018 ‐ Jun 2021
Digital AZ, Vilnius, Lithuania

- Maintained a backend functionality for app development team.
- Learned a lot about app development development principals.
- Was outsourced for couple of months period as trustworthy employee.

JUNIOR WEB DEVELOPER Feb 2017 ‐ Feb 2018
Dizaino Arkliukas, Vilnius, Lithuania

- Fully developed multiple projects on wordpress.
- Did a lot of out of the box thinking in order to adapt wordpress for custom
solutions.

FREELANCE WEB DEVELOPER Mar 2018 ‐ Current
Freelance
- Developed all kinds of web based software: logistics companies management
tool, hotel booking management tool, SPA web applications, e-shops, running
schedule application etc.
- Learned a lot of about communication with the client directly, understanding it's
needs and choosing the right technology to implement it.

EDUCATION
BACHELORS DEGREE - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Jun 2020
Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania
- During the whole process improved soft skills: team work, communication, tasks
prioritization.
- Got deeper understanding of OOP, SOLID principle.
- Established a proper understanding of relational databases.

CERTIFICATE - WEB TECHNOLOGIES Jun 2016
3W Academy, Vilnius, Lithuania
- Learned the basics about web development.
- During the courses developed custom websites on plain languages as PHP and
JavaScript and also had a touch with a couple of frameworks.


